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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF C-ALGEBRAS. II

BY

T. W. PALMERO)

1. Introduction. The present paper is a continuation of [8], in which two

necessary and sufficient conditions were given for a complex Banach algebra

with a multiplicative identity element of norm one to be isometrically isomorphic

to a C*-algebra (a norm closed self-adjoint algebra of operators on Hubert space).

In §2 of this paper the principal result of [8] is put into its proper context—the

theory of numerical range of operators on a normed linear space. In §3 this theorem

is given a simplified proof and several consequences are derived. In particular it is

shown that a complex Banach algebra with an identity element of norm one is

isometrically isomorphic to a C*-algebra iff it is linearly isometric. Thus C*-

algebras are a type of Banach algebra which can be described in purely geometric

terms without any reference to the multiplication. A proof is also given that the

convex hull of the set of exponentials of skew-adjoint elements in a complex C*-

algebra contains the open unit ball. This answers a question raised in [12] where

it was shown that the closed convex hull of the set of unitary elements in a C*-

algebra is the closed unti ball. In §4 characterizations are given of those complex

Banach spaces which are linearly isometric to a commutative C*-algebra with

identity, or respectively, to an arbitrary C*-algebra with identity. These results

depend on the concept of a vertex of the unit ball in a normed space. The commuta-

tive case is related to well-known characterizations of the Banach space of real

valued continuous functions on a compact space.

2. Numerical range. We begin with a review of the basic facts about numerical

range on a Banach space and the application of this concept to Banach algebras.

This puts the statement of the main theorem from [8] into its proper context.

Let X be a complex Banach space and let X* and [X] be, respectively, the

Banach space of bounded linear functionals on X, and the Banach algebra of

bounded linear operators from X into X. For x e X we define the conjugate set

of x to be C(x) = {x* e X* : ||x*|| = ||x|| and x*(x)= ||x||2}. The numerical range of

Te [X] is WiT) = {x*Tx : x e X, ||x|| = 1 ; x* e C(x)). This generalizes the classical

concept of numerical range on a Hubert space. We denote the numerical radius

of Te [X] by r)(£) = sup {| A| : A g WiT)} and the spectral radius and spectrum by

v(£) and &(£), respectively. These concepts have the following basic properties.
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2.1. Proposition. Let S, T, T6 e [X] and Á,peC. Then

(a) o(T)ç(cl(W(T))<= closed disk of radius \\T\\.

(b) W(XS+pT)^XW(S) + pW(T).

(c) IfiTô-^T in the weak operator topology,

W(T) £ lim W(T6) = {A : A = lim Aó, Ad e W(T6)}.

(d) r¡ is a norm on the linear space [X] equivalent to the operator norm and satis-

fying v(T)^r¡(T)^\\T\\ úer¡(T) (where e = exp (1)).

(e) sup {Re (A) : Ae W(T)} = lim,^0+ t -\\I+tT\ - 1).

Proofs of these statements can be found in [6], [7], and [14].

Property (a) shows that W(T) can replace o(T) in certain arguments, and the

other properties show why this is an advantage. Note that the numerical radius

is not usually an algebra norm (i.e., it fails to satisfy r¡(ST)^T¡(S)r¡(T)). Also the

numerical range of an operator on a Banach space is not usually convex although

this is always true for the classical numerical range on a Hubert space.

An operator Re [X] is said to be hermitian iff W(R)^R. Denote the set of

hermitian operators in [X] by [X]H.

2.2. Proposition. The set [X]H is a real linear subspace of [X] which is closed in

the weak operator topology. If R, P e [X]H, then

(a) i(RP-PR) e[X]H;

(b) <r(R)<=R;

(c) max{±/ : t e o(R)} = sup {± t : te W(R)}= It-1 log \\e±tB\\ for all t>0.

(d) IfX=Y*, then Re[X]Hiff Rx(y) e R for all y e Y and all x e C(y).

These results are proved in [6], [7], and [13].

In order to apply the numerical range to Banach algebras we consider isometric

representations. Since all Banach algebras A in this paper have a unity (a multi-

plicative identity element of norm one), the left regular representation (i.e.,

A: A —> [A], where A(5)F=5F) is isometric. For an algebra with a unity u, we

will slightly simplify the notation by considering only representations T for which

Y(h) is the identity map.

2.3. Proposition. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with unity u. Then for all

ae A and all isometric representations T with T(u) = I

W(A(a)) = {t(o) : r e C(u)} = cl co W(J(a)).

Proof. Obviously {t(o) : r e C(w)}ç W(A(a)). For be A, \b\ = 1 and t e C(b),

define Tb(c) = r(cb) for all ce A. Then |¡T¡,||gl, t„(u) = 1, so rbeC(u). Thus

T(A(a)b) = Tb(a). Since this is a typical element, W(A(a))={T(a) : t s C(u)}.

For a e A the map t -» r(a) from A* into C is a linear map which is continuous

when A* carries the A (i.e., weak*) topology. However, C(u) is convex and compact

in the weak* topology so the image W(A(a)) of C(u) under this map is compact

and convex.
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If Y is a representation on X and x e X, ||x|| = 1, x* e C(x) then a -* x*(Y(a)x)

is an element of C(w). Thus cl co lV(Tia))S: i^(A(a)). On the other hand suppose

A e W/(A(a)), A ̂  cl co IF^a)). By a suitable transformation a -> ya+8 (y, 8 e C)

we may assume that the imaginary axis is the perpendicular bisector of the line

segment joining A to the closest point in el co Wiyia)). This contradicts the formula

2.1(e) for the suprema of the real parts of elements in Wifiia)) and If(A(a)).

2.4. Definition. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with unity. The numeri-

cal range and numerical radius of an elementa e A are respectively H/(a)= W(A(a)),

and 77(a) = 7)(A(a)).

Most of the results in 2.1 and 2.2 can easily be translated into statements about

the numerical range on an algebra. In particular we note that 2.1 (e) implies that

77(a) = sup {IAI ̂ ! log |[ eAa || : AeC, A^O} which is the function studied in [1].

Furthermore:

2.5. Proposition. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with unity u. For he A

the following are equivalent:

(a) The image of h is hermit ian in some isometric representation of A.

(b) The image of h is hermitian in every isometric representation of A.

(c) t(«) e £ for all r e C(w).

(d) Uml_0i-1(U«+*<*|| - 1) = 0, / 6 £.

(e) ||exp(/i/j)|| = l/ora///e/î.

The set AH of elements satisfying these conditions is a real linear subspace of A

which is closed in the A* topology and hence in the norm topology. Furthermore

AHniAH = {0}.

3. Metric characterizations of C*-aIgebras. We begin by stating the result

which provides a starting point for our investigations.

3.1. Theorem [8]. A complex Banach algebra A with unity is isometrically

isomorphic to a C*-algebra if and only if the linear span of AH is norm dense in A.

In this case each element ae A has a unique decomposition a = h + ij with h,

j e AH. The map h + ij -> « — ij is an involution on A and any isometric isomorphism

of A onto a C*-algebra is a *-isomorphism relative to this involution.

The statement of 3.1 in [8] required that A = AH + iAH. The statement given here

is equivalent since the linear span of AH is AH + iAH (because AH is a real linear

subspace) and AH + iAH is closed (because the convergence of {hn + ikn}^AH + iAH

implies \\hn-hm\\^e-r]ihn-hm)^er]ihn-hm + iikn-km))^e\\hn + ikn-ihm + ikm)\\ -^0

so {«„}, and similarly {kn}, converge to elements in AH).

We will indicate two slightly different simplified arguments to obtain 3.1 from

Lemma 1 of [8]. Theorem 3.1 is then used to strengthen Lemma 1 of [8] so as to

answer a question raised in [12]. We also give two simple proofs based on Theorem

3.1 of well-known facts about C*-algebras. To facilitate the statements of these

results we will temporarily call a complex Banach algebra A in which the linear

span of AH is dense a K*-algebra.
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3.2. Lemma. Let A be a V*-algebra. Then the map h + ij-+(h + ij)*=h — ij is a

continuous hermitian involution.

Proof. As shown above A = AH + iAH and by 2.5 AH n iAH={0}. Thus (*) is

well defined on all of A. It obviously satisfies (a*)* = a, (a + b)* = a* + b*, and

(Aa)* = Aa* for all a, b e A and Xe C. In order to conclude that (ab)*=b*a* for

all a, b e A it is enough to show that (hk)* = kh for all /;, k e AH. This follows if

i(hk — kh)e AH and hk + khe AH. The former is essentially 2.2(a) and the latter

follows if j2eAH for each jeAH. At least j2=h + ik for some h, k e AH. Then

j(h + ik) = (h + ik)j so that jh — hj=i(kj—jk)e AH c\iAH so j commutes with h.

Thus o(j2) + o(-h)^o(j2-h) = h(k). By 2.2(d) r,(k) = v(k) = 0 so it=0 by 2.1(d).

Thus * is an involution. It is hermitian by 2.2(b). Finally 17(a) = r¡(a*) so * is con-

tinuous by 2.1(d).

3.3. Lemma. Let A be a V*-algebra. Then v(h) = r,(h)=\\h\\ = \\hn\\lln for all

h e AH and \\ab\\ = \\ba\\ if ab e AH.

Proof. It is enough to consider heAH with r¡(h)<l. Then for 0<9<-n¡2,

— Zn°=i n~l (cos (0) + /sin (6)hy converges. If the limit is k + ij with k,jeAH,

then kj=jk and 1 —cos (0) — i sin (9)h = ek + ii. Thus

||(1 -cos (9))2 + (sin (9)2h2)¡J = \\ek + iiek-ii\\ = |e2fc|| = ||efc|a = ||<?fc-"|a

= ||(1 -cos (9)) - i (sin (9))h ||2

by 2.2(c) and 2.5. Dividing by (sin (9))2 and taking the limit as 9 -> 0 shows

||n2|| = ||n||2 for all he AH from which the lemma follows.

In any algebra A with an involution denote the set of normal elements by

AN = {aeA : a*a = aa*}.

3.4. Lemma. Let A be a V*-algebra. Then

(a) r(h)2 è r(h2), Vr e C(u) and VA 6 AH;

(b) \\a*a\\^r¡(a)2, VaeA;

(c) ¡a*a\\=v(a)2 = v(a)2,MaeAN.

Proof, (a) For any real t, t2 + 2tr(h) + r(h2) = T((tu + h)2)^0 by 2.2(c). Thus the

discriminant is nonpositive.

(b) Let a = h + ik. Then \\a*a\\=v(a*a) = \(v(a*a) + v(aa*))=\(r¡(a*a) + y](aa*))

^ r,(h2 + k2) = sup {r(h2 + k2)ere C(u)} = sup {r(h)2 + r(k)2 : r 6 C(u)} = 7](a)2.

(c) \\a*a\\ ^7](a)2^v(a)2 = v(a*)v(a)^v(a*a)= \\a*a\\.

By (c) any commutative *-subalgebra A0 of A is a C*-algebra relative to v as

norm. Therefore the usual proof that o(a*a) in nonnegative for all a e A ([4, 1.3.10,

1.5, 1.6] or [11]) goes through. Thus the direct sum fl of the representations in-

duced by elements in C(u) ([4], [11]) is faithful and in fact ||a||0= || 11(a)|| is an

equivalent norm on A such that (A, *, ||-||0) is a C*-algebra and ||/i||0= ||n|| for

n e AH. The next lemma states this result of Vidav [13]. A second proof is also

supplied.
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3.5. Lemma. Let A be a V*-algebra. Then \\a\\0=\\a*a\\112 ifor all aeA) is an

equivalent norm on A such that |[«||o= ¡«ll/o'" aHh e AH andiA, || • ||0) is isometrically

isomorphic to a C"■'-algebra.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3 ||«|0=||«|| for h e AH, and thus ||aa*||0= ||a*a||0= ||a|o

for all a e A. By Lemmas 2.1 and 3.4 we have e_1||a| £yia)g ||a||0S(||a*|| Hall)1'2

^e1,2|[a||. Thus if || • [|0 is a norm it is equivalent. Clearly || ■ ||0 is homogeneous and

\\ab\\l=\\b*a*ab\\ú\\a*abb*\\^\\a*a\\ ||¿>¿?*|| = ||a||2||è||2. Thus it only remains to

verify the triangular law. Let a, be A. Then ||a + 6||2= |ja*a + è*/? + a*6 + è*a||

^ Ia*a|| + ||b*b\\ + \\a*b + b*a|| so that it is enough to show that \a*b + b*a\

á2||a]|o!|¿?||o- For any positive integer ?«

\\ia*b)mib*a)m\\ g ¡(a*6)m-1(6*a)m-1|| \\b*aa*b\\

í \\ia*br-Hb*ar->\\ \\a\\2\\b\\20.

Thus by induction |[(a*è)m(Z?*a)m|| á ||a||om||¿||om- F°r any positive integer «,

l^by-'+i^ay-'w2
= \\ia*byn + ib*a)2" + (a*¿)2" " \b*a)2n ' ' + (¿?*a)2" " \a*b)2n " ' \\

^ ||(a*èr + (6*ar||+2(la||0||è||or.

For any e>0 there is an integer « such that

||(a*Z>)2"|| g ivia^y + e)2"-1 ^ (77(a*¿?)2 + £)2""1 ú i\\b*aa*b\\ -M)2""1

= tll"llo||°||o + 8J

Thus

\\ia*br + ib*aT\\ ^ 2(||a||§||¿||2 + £)2"-1.

Combining these results

||(a*Z>)2,£ + (è*an ¿ 2(||a||g|l¿>||g + £)2'£-1

for any l^kgn. Thus ||a*è + è*a||2^4(||a||2||6||§ + e) for arbitrary £>0 and || • ||0

is a norm.

Finally the Gelfand-Naimark characterization of C*-algebras shows that

iA, || • ||o) is a C*-algebra.

For completeness and later reference we quote the argument from [8] to show

that no renorming is actually necessary. Lemma [8]: The closed unit ball of a C*-

algebra A is the closed convex hull of the set Ae = {eih : « e AH}.

Thus the closed unit ball of iA, || • ||0) is contained in the closed unit ball of

iA, || • ||) so ||oj| %. ||a||o for all aeA. The equality must hold since otherwise

\a*a\ Ú \\a*\\ H| < ||fl*||oH|o = ||a*a||o = ||fl*o||.

All of the statements in 3.1 now follow easily.

Using Theorem 3.1, the lemma from [8] quoted above can be strengthened.

This strengthened form answers (at least in part) the question raised in [12] about

the nature of the convex hull of the unitary elements in A. It will also be used

below.
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In the following proposition Ax and A\ are the closed and open unit ball in A,

respectively. Also

Ae = {exp (ih) : h e A ¡A   and    Av = {v e A : v*v = vv* = u}.

3.6. Proposition. If A is a complex C*-algebra with unity then Al^co Ae^Ax-

Proof. The expression

||a||0 = inf I 2 tj : a =  2 *j exP ('">), »; e ah, t} = 0
l i = 1 / -1

is finite for all qe A and indeed satisfies |¡a|| = ||a||0^2||a|| since any he AHC\ A\

can be written as h = \(e\p (ik) + exp ( — ik)) where k=cos'1 (h) is defined by its

power series expansion.

Assume to begin with that A is also commutative. Then ,4e = {exp (ik) : k e AH}

is a group closed under multiplication by complex numbers of norm one. Thus it is

easy to check that || ■ ||0 is a complex algebra norm for A, and (A, || • ||0) is a Banach

algebra. This Banach algebra satisfies 3.1 and is thus a C*-algebra relative to the

original involution of (A, ||-||). For any a e A, \\a\\2= \\a*a\\0 = v(a*d)= \\a*a\\

= ||a||2. This implies that for any aeA\ there are h¡eAH and t¡>0 such that

a=2?=i tjexp(ihj) and 2"=i t¡<\. Suitable equal multiples of 1 and —1 can be

added to show a e co (Ae).

Next we remove the restriction to commutative C*-algebras. Let A he any

C*-algebra. Apply the commutative case just proved to the commutative C*-

subalgebra generated by a normal element in A. In this way we see that A\ n AN

^co(Ae). Since Ae^Au^(l+e)A°1 n AN for any e>0, the norm ||-||0 defined

above is also given by

(   n n

\\a\\0 = inf < 2 h '■ a = 2 tiDi' v' e Au> f* - °
U = l i = l

The same argument as before shows that A is a C*-algebra relative to this norm

which is thus again equal to the original norm. Thus the proposition is proved in

the general case.

3.7. Corollary. In any C*-algebra

\\a\\ = infi 2 iA;i: a = 2 aa> v>eAu, xieC\
l i = l i = l J

inn

= inf < 2  \^j\ '■ a =  2 ^' exP (w/)> hj e ̂ h; ^ e C
u=1 1=1

for all a e A.

The first equality was obtained by Russo and Dye [12].

Certain known facts about C*-aIgebras can be proved more easily using Theorem

3.1 than using the Gelfand-Naimark characterization. We give two examples.
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3.8. Proposition. Any closed two sided ideal I in a V*-algebra A is invariant

under (*) and Ají is a V*-algebra.

Proof. The expression ||a + /|| =inf {||a + Z?|| : b e 1} defines a norm on Ají in

which it is a Banach algebra with unity. If /; e AH then ||exp (/¿(« + £))|| = |e"" + /1|

= 1 for t e R so h+Ie iAjI)H. Thus Ají is a K*-algebra, A -> Ají is a *-homo-

morphism and lis * invariant.

The next result is a simple proof of a result of P. Civin and B. Yood [2]. The

possibility of such a proof was pointed out to the author by F. F. Bonsall.

3.9. Proposition. If A is a V*-algebra then A** is a V*-algebra under the

Arens multiplication.

Proof. Since the involution on A is continuous a continuous involutary map on

A* can be defined by T*(a) = T(a*)~ for all t e A* and a e A. A similar definition

gives an involutary map on A**. Denote the sets of fixed points under these maps

by A% and A%*, respectively. The proof will be complete if A**^iA**)H where

A** is the Banach algebra defined by the Arens multiplication. This multiplication

is defined by giving an isometric representation 0 of A** on A* : <t>fir)ia)

=/(A(a)*(r)) where/e A**, r e A*, a e A, A is the left regular representation and

A(a)* e [A*] is the adjoint of Aia) e [A]. Proposition 2.5 shows that fie iA**)H

iff <D, e [A*]H. However by 2.2(d) this is true iff <¡>fÍT)ia) e R for all a e A and

t e Cia). This is true for fe Af¡* since A(a)*(r) e \\a\\2Ciu)^A^.

The conclusion of Proposition 3.9 can be considerably strengthened by use of

the next result, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and results

on vertices in [1]. This theorem shows that in order to determine whether a Banach

algebra with unity is a C*-algebra only the linear structure and norm need be

considered—the multiplication is irrelevant.

3.10. Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with unity. Then A is isometrically

isomorphic to a C*-algebra if and only if it is linearly isometric to a C*-algebra.

Proof. We need only prove the sufficiency. Let $ be a linear isometry of A

onto B. The unity u of A is a vertex of the unit ball in A [1]. Thus i?(w) is a vertex

of the unit ball in B. If £ is a C*-algebra then each vertex is a unitary element [1].

Thus a —> *F(a) = <T?(t/)*í>(a) is a linear isometry taking u onto u e B. By 2.6, B is the

linear span of BH. Thus A is the linear span of W'HRh)- However XV~HBH) = AH

by 2.5(d). Thus A is isometrically isomorphic to a C*-algebra by 3.1.

The map *F constructed in the proof is known to be a Jordan homomorphism.

A new proof of this fact, based on the idea of numerical range, has recently been

given by A. L. T. Paterson [9].

Any Banach space can be made into a Banach algebra by defining all products

to be zero. Applying this construction to the underlying Banach space of some

C*-algebra, we see that some restriction on A, such as the possession of unity,

is necessary in the last theorem. It seems likely that a weaker restriction would
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suffice. For instance one might merely require that A he semisimple, or that A

have an isometric representation.

4. Banach spaces linearly isometric to C*-algebras. Theorem 3.10 suggests the

question, "When is a Banach space linearly isometric to some C*-algebra?" In

this section answers will be given to this question, and to the analogous question

in the special case where the C*-algebra is commutative. The commutative case

is obviously closely related to the much studied question, "When is a real Banach

space linearly isometric to a Banach space CÄ(Ü) of all real valued continuous

functions on some compact Hausdorff space Í2?" For results on this see [3] and

[5]. Both characterizations will involve the concept of a vertex of the unit ball [1].

4.1. Definition. Let X be a complex normed linear space. A vertex (of the

unit ball Xx) of Y is a point Delof norm one for which C(v) separates points in X.

Given any v e X let :

y¡v(x) = sup {|t(x)| : t 6 C(v)} = the y-radius of x e X,

XvH = {xeX: t(x) e R for all r e C(v)},

XI = {x e XVH : t(x) = 0 for all t e C(v)}.

A vertex veX will be called a normal vertex iff

(a) X is the linear span of X$,

(h) The norm is equal to the oradius on X.

Clearly the zj-radius is a nontrivial norm on X if and and only if v^O and

HI -1t> is a vertex. If v is a vertex, r¡v is a norm satisfying r¡v(x) ú\\x\\ for all x e X.

If m is the unity of a normed algebra A then the «-radius -nu on A is just the numerical

radius, r¡. Thus the unity in any normed algebra is a vertex. Similarly a unitary

element in a C*-algebra is a vertex. These results were obtained in [1] where it

was also shown that every vertex in a C*-algebra is a unitary element; and that

ij„(x) = max lim t'Wlv + te^xW - \\v\\)
eeR   t -. 0 +

for any v, xe X with \\v\\ = 1.

Notice that X£ and Xv+ are, respectively, a real linear subspace of X and a

cone (i.e. X\ + Xv+ £ X\, R + • Xv+ £ X\, XI n ( - X\ )={0}). They are both closed

in the X* topology and in the t/„ topology. Call the order defined on X¡, by Xv+

the r-order, and assume v is a vertex. Then v is a norm or 7i„ interior point of

X\ s Xfx and an order unit for the u-order (i.e., for all x e Xf, there is a real number

t such that tv^x). The order interval [-v, v]={x e X„ : — v^x^v} is exactly the

•n„ closed unit ball of XVH. Finally the u-order on XVH is Archimedian (i.e., tv + xe X\

for all positive t implies xe X\). If t¡v is equivalent to the norm on X then X\

is a normal cone by [10, 2.1.7b]. Thus every real linear functional on Xf, is the

difference of two positive linear functionals [10, 2.1.21], If the norm is equal to

the y-radius then the positive linear functionals are exactly the positive multiples

of elements of C(v).
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In order to connect the vertex with an ordering in X rather than XVH, we introduce

the following definition.

4.2. Definition. A complex linear space X is said to be normally ordered by a

cone X+ iff there exists an element ve X+ such that X, X+, and v satisfy:

(a) X is the complex linear span of X+.

(b) The real linear span XH of X+ satisfies XH n iXH = {0}.

(c) For each x e XH there is a real number / such that tv ̂  x.

(d) If tv + x e X+ for all t e R+ then xe X+.

If X, X+, and v satisfy these conditions and z e X let

/x„(z) = max min {t : tv 2; x where x,yeXH and ewz = x + iy}.

Conditions (c) and (d) show that the minimum in the definition of /¿v(z) exists.

If zeX and z = x + iy for x,yeXH then eiez = cos (0)x — sin (0)j> + /'(cos (0)j

+ sin (0)x). This shows that the maximum exists and p,fz) is well defined in R+.

Various linear spaces of complex valued functions are normally ordered by the

cone of positive valued functions. For v one chooses the constant function one.

The next theorem shows that the concept of a normally ordered complex linear

space and of a normed complex linear space with a normal vertex are essentially

equivalent.

4.3. Theorem. Let iX, X+) be a normally ordered complex linear space and let

v satisfy (c) and (d) of the definition. Then iX, pv) is a complex normed linear space

in which v is a normal vertex of the unit ball. Moreover

Civ) = {reX*: riX+) s R+ ; r(£) = 1},       XH = X%,   and   X+ = X\.

Conversely if X is a normed complex linear space and v is a normal vertex of X then

iX, X\) is a normally ordered complex linear space and p.v is the norm of X.

Proof. The obvious verification shows that p.v is a norm. Thus v is a normal

vertex if i)v=fiv and the linear span of X% is X. To show that r¡v = p.v consider

z e X, 0 e R and x,y e XH such that eiez = x + iy and 7¿„(z) = min {t : tv^x}. Then

T7„(z) = maxSE/¡. lim(_0+ t 'Hpfp + te^z) — 1). Clearly the maximum is attained

when <p=d and pHv + tei"z) = 1 + Wz)- Thus ?7„(z) = ^„(z).

A point x e A" belongs to Xjj¡ iff lim(_01 ~Hpv(v + >tx) —1) = 0. However if xe XH

then

e'Hv + itx) = cos id)v-sin (ö)/x+/'(sin (0)t; + cos (0)rx)

so ^(ü + /7x)^|cos(0)| + |sin(0)| |í|/xv(x)^(l + (//¿„(x))2)1'2. Thus XssX%. Since

ArH + /Ar/f = Arand XVH n iXvH={0} we see that XVH = XH.

Suppose x e X+ and r e Civ). Then

t(/í„(x)d-x) ^ /x„(/x„(x)t?-x) = min{? : tv ;> pvix)v-x} ^ /i„(x).

Thus   t(x) = t(x-/x„(x)ü) + t(/j.„(x)i>);> — /x„(x)-f-/x„(x) = 0  and  xeA^.   Thus  the

linear span of X\ = X+ is X and /; is a normal vertex.
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The last argument shows that C(Fj£{-" £ AT* : t(X+)^R+, t(v) = 1}. To show

the opposite inclusion let t belong to the set on the right. For zeX choose 9 e R

so that |t(z)| =T(ewz) and choose x, y e XH such that eiez = x + iy. Then |t(z)|

= r(eiez) = t(x) = r(pv(x)v) — r(pv(x)v — x)-¿ pv(x) ^ pv(z), so that t e C(v).

If v is a normal vertex of a normed linear space X then X, X\, and v are easily

seen to satisfy Definition 4.2.

We can now state the main result on Banach spaces which are linearly isometric

to a commutative C*-algebra with unity.

4.4. Theorem. Let X be a complex Banach space. Then X is linearly isometric

to a commutative C*-algebra with identity if and only if there is a normal vertex v

in X and for any element x e X¡\ there is an element y e X such that (x+X\) r\ Xv+

=y+x\.

Proof. Let F be the closure in the X(weak*) topology of the set of extreme points

of C(v). Then E is compact in the JV-topology. The map x —>■ x, where x(t) = t(x)

for all x e X and all t e E, is an isometric linear map of X into C(E). This map

will be onto iff its restriction to X], is onto Cr(E). The hypotheses show that X¡,

when ordered by the positive cone Xv+ is an Archimedian ordered lattice with v

as order unit. Also the norm of x is pv by the last theorem and pv when restricted

to XH is just the usual order norm. Thus XVH is an Archimedian lattice ordered

linear space which is complete in its order norm and thus satisfies Theorem 4.1

of [5] from which we conclude that x -» x is a linear isometry of X onto C(E).

The converse is obvious.

4.5. Corollary. A normally ordered complex linear space X is linearly order

isomorphic to a commutative C*-algebra with identity if and only if XH is a lattice

under the v-order and X is complete with respect to pv.

We turn now to a characterization of noncommutative C*-algebras as Banach

spaces.

4.6. Theorem. Let X be a complex Banach space. Then X is linearly isometric

to some C*-algebra with an identity element if and only if there is an element ue X

and a group G of linear transformations on X such that:

(a) ¡xi = inf {2?„i \tj\ : x = 2l=i hgAu), t} e C, gf e G} for all x e X.

(b) 2?-i tjgj(u) = 0 => 2?=i tjgjg(u) = Ofior allgj, geG, and t, e C.

(c) rg _1(m)=rg(u) - for all r eC(u) and geG.

Proof. If X is linearly isometric to a C*-algebra choose u to correspond to the

identity element and G to correspond to the group of left multiplications by unitary

elements. The conditions follow easily from previous results. Let X satisfy the

given conditions. Then (a) implies that every element x e X can be expressed as

x=2"=1 tjgj(u) for suitable t¡ e C and g¡ e G. Note that ||g(x)|| = ||x|| for all g e G

and x e Y because of (a). Thus G consists of isometries of X. For each geG
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another map Rg : X -> X can be defined by £9 : 2?= i tjgj(u) = Z"= i tjgjgfa)- This

map is well defined by (b) and it is an isometry by (a).

Let A be the linear span of G in [A'] with the norm of [X]. Obviously A is a normed

algebra. Let <D : A -> X be the linear map í»(2?=i f^,) = 2"=i hg¡(u)- s¡nce À" is the

linear span of C(w), O is surjective. Notice that ||w|| á 1 so that <P is norm decreasing.

Next we show that <S> is injective and in fact norm increasing and hence an isometry.

Suppose 2*.i tjgj has norm greater than one in A. Then there is some x e A'with

11*1 < 1 < II2?= i t/gj(x)\\. Choose skeC and hkeG so that x=2i?=i skhkiu) and

2i?=1|5,|<l.Then
in n       m

i < 12 '**/*) =22 fis^A(u)
¡i=l W i=l  k=l

m n . I   n \

= 2 ij*i *** 2 hg&)\ < * 2 ^
Thus <P is a linear isometry of ^ onto A" and A is a Banach algebra. Notice that <I?

maps the identity element of A onto u. Consequently (c) implies that

n

2 (hgi+hg;1)
i = l

is hermitian. Thus finally A is a C*-algebra since it is the linear span of A„.

Notice that giu) is a vertex for each g e G since u is a vertex and g is an isometry.

Thus (a) asserts that the unit ball has a set of vertices so large that its convex hull

contains the open unit ball, and that all these vertices are congruent in the sense that

there is a transitive group of linear transformations which preserves the set.

Condition (b) asserts that this transitive group can be chosen sufficiently small so

that a linear combination of its elements which annihilates one vertex in the set

annihilates them all.

When A" is a C*-algebra the elements of G may be left or right multiplication

by elements in any subgroup of the unitary group which contains the largest

connected subgroup of the unitary group.

An interesting class of counterexamples to otherwise plausible variations of

Theorem 4.6 can be obtained as follows. Let G be any group and let A be the con-

volution algebra /1(G) = {/: G ->C : ||/|| = ^aeG |/(CT)| <°o}- Clearly A is a Banach

algebra. For a e G let ua e A be defined by uai<i)= 1, and m(T(t) = 0 for ct#t. Then w¡

is a unity for A, where i is the identity element in G, and Ah = Ruí. Thus A is not

linearly isometric to a C*-algebra unless G is the trivial group G = {i}. On the other

hand for any finite group G, A satisfies (a) and (b) of 4.6 with u = u¡ and (7 = {left

multiplication by eieua : o e G, 0 e R}. Furthermore for arbitrary G, A is a Banach

algebra with an isometric involution (/*(<*) =/(ct_1)~), in which the closed unit ball

is the closed convex hull of the set of vertices which equals the set

{veA : v~xeA, \v\ = \v^\ = 1}

and is contained in the set Au={v e A : vv* = v*v=u}. Another immediate conse-

quence of 3.1 is relevant to this class of examples.
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4.7. Corollary. A Banach algebra A with an involution is isometrical/y *-iso-

morphic to a C*-algebra if and only if

Il a I = inf   2 \Xj\ : a = 2 hui> h E C> u}e Au>.
l;" = l 1 = 1 J

Proof. The necessity is just 3.7. To prove the sufficiency first note that the in-

volution is an isometry. Thus for h = h* e A and t e R, exp (ith) e Av so he AH

and 3.1 applies.

Added in proof. Several topics discussed in this paper are further developed in

F. F. Bonsall and J. Duncan, Numerical range, London Math. Soc. Lecture Note

Series, which will appear shortly. In particular §2 of this paper is similar to F. F.

Bonsall, FAe numerical range of an element of a normed algebra, Glasgow Math. J.

10 (1969), 68-72. The two theories were developed independently.
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